
You will need; an indoor space, paper and a pen or pencil, as well as, a pen/pencil and a
book/paper to write on. You need to write the letters a-z in their lower-case form (a-z).
Cut these letters out and then scatter them face down in a space on the floor. Now
you’re set up you can play. You must run (you can change this action if you wish) from a
start point towards the letters that are on the floor. Once you have reached the
scattered letters turn two over and return back to your start point where you will have
your book/piece of paper.Your task is to join the letters you have just turned over.
Continue this process for a minute. You will have collected a multiple of letter
combinations - you must now carefully write out the letter combinations.
Be sure to check out Champs challenges at the bottom of the page!

Can I join two letters together correctly?
Once you have collected your various letter combinations you must
write them out six times correctly. You only need to write the join
out - don't worry if they don't make a word!
 

1
Can I join letters together to make a word?
Once you have collected your various letter combinations you must
create a word that includes those letters. Write each word out six
times correctly. The bigger the word the better (1 point per a letter).
Example - letter = 6 points.

2
Can I join letters together whilst constructing a sentence?
You must collect three letters at a time and not two. You must then
create a 'silly sentence'. Each word in your 'silly sentence' must
begin with the letters you have collected. Try to ensure your
sentence is silly but will flow as a sentence.
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Gold –  I can write 12 'silly sentences' from the letters I have collected

Silver – I can collect 30 points from the letters I collect in 1 minute

Bronze -  I can collect 10 letter combinations in one minute 

Top tip -  Make sure to grip your pen or pencil correctly!

Hi Boys and Girls, I’m Hannah! 
I used to get muddled up with
joining my letters together.
Can you show me the correct
way of joining my letters
please?

Champs Challenge!

Moving
to

English

How to play (Level 2):

Make sure you join
your letters at the

right points!


